The 
Introduction
Since a text is asserted to be a depository and a transmitter of social, cultural, and scientific knowledge the issues related to its lexical and grammar structuring and transporting the results of the writer's thinking process to the readers have a widespread appeal within a scientific context. Scholars pursue varied approaches to the text from purely analytical and structural standpoints (Melchuk, 2001, p. 267 ) seeing text a hierarchy of words, word combinations, sentences and paragraphs to those highlighting cohesion and coherence as the main text characteristics based on the interpretation of each individual sentence relative to the interpretation of other sentences. (Van Dijk, 1977, 93) According to Prof. Koshevaya (Koshevaya, 2012, 124) being the most comprehensive speech unit, any text regardless of its genre is perceived a closed completed system, synthesis of perspective and pragmatic aspects, i.e. text content, text semantics, text composition, text structure, semiotics. The definition emphasizing both structural and semantic aspects of text building that occurs at three levels is provided by Prof. Sviridova: 1. correlative level as a logical and intensional level where the link with the object of thinking is established; 2. corrective level as a language level where all language tools at a certain period are presented; 3. elective level as a speech level where the synonymous language tools are analyzed and the most appropriate ones are selected by the text author with the purpose to communicate the information with the highest accuracy possible. (Sviridova, 2011, pp.63-66) Being the nexus of communicative, cognitive and emotive functions, text acts both as a closed system and an open one. Due to its structural limits, completeness and ability to exist independently from either the author or the reader, text turns to be a stationary, closed unit. However, being actualized in the reader's mind during the process of reading and interpreting which alters from reader to reader at different times, text is seen an open, mobile system. (Turaeva, 1986, p.12) Text is the unity of systemic and individual features since, on the one hand, it has to be built according to conventional models, but, on the other hand, it is created by individuals who inevitably contribute their personality to any, even scholarly texts, which have to meet strict requirements.
The most comprehensive definition of the text is acknowledged to be that by Prof. Galperin who reveals the multifaceted nature of the text describing it as the result of a creative speech process fixed in writing in compliance with the principles of a certain genre. Text is argued to be a complete, headlined unit built by the constituents of the language hierarchy with the help of various lexical, grammatical, logical, stylistic links and having intentionality and pragmatic value (Galperin, 1981, p.18 ).
Research goals and methods
This research addresses a particular type of academic texts -journal articles used by various scholars as one of many sources of evidence about their research subject where language acts not only as a neutral medium for generating subject knowledge, but as a form of social practice and both reflects and constitutes social realities (Silverman, 2000) . Some linguists (e.g. Barthes, 1977; Baxter, 2003) go further and assert that the language of research is a textualising practice which requires thorough analysis of its linguistic data and their constitutive power. Thus the paper touches upon scholarly article salient categories and aims to analyse prospective and retrospective recurrence, an integral part of narrative, and its role in structuring the author's argumentative line and providing well justified reasoning. Employing such methods as content analysis, qualitative and quantitative research techniques, the articles devoted to the management aspects and published in "Journal of Management Studies", "Journal of Management", "Strategic Management Journal" have been examined.
Theoretical background

Scholarly Text Categories and Conventions
It is a well-known fact that scholarly text is to comply with standardized rules and regulations typical of the academic writing. To meet these requirements academic texts employ generally accepted terms, clichés, and lexical and grammar patterns. In addition academic papers intended for publishing have to conform to the conventions of scholarly publishing such as MLA (Modern Language Association) 1 applied to papers in humanitarian sciences, APA (American Psychological Association) 2 typical of papers in medicine, sociology and economics, CMS (Chicago Manual of Style) 3 used in some social science publications and historical journals, and less spread ones such as AAA (American Anthropological Association) 4 , CSE (Council of Science Editors) 5 and others. The standards and conventions of an academic piece of writing have been extensively examined and various aspects of the research article have been analysed: the abstract (Kamler and Thomson, 2004; Lores, 2004; Martin, 2003) , introduction (Samraj, 2002 (Samraj, , 2005 Swales, 1981) , literature review (Kwan, 2006) , method (Lim, 2006) , results and discussion (Brett, 1994; Holmes, 1997; Hopkins and Dudley-Evans, 1998; Yang and Alison, 2003) , acknowledgements (Hyland, 2004) , as well as the whole article (Kanoksilapatham, 2005; Nwgou, 1997 In addition to the wide usage of intrinsic lexical, morphological and syntactical patterns scholarly papers seek to conform to the norms and principles underlying the academic writing process such as: conceptuality, empirical approach, criticism, logic, reasonableness. Given these norms, Prof. Galperin suggested the following categories a scholarly text is based on (Galperin 1981:27):
-information value -i.e. texts seek to communicate various data depending on the pragmatic goals -integration -i.e. every further text segment is semantically linked to the previous one and there is a linear perception of the information even though there may be some deviations from the main narration stream; -segmentation -i.e. scholarly texts are subdivided into particular segments within their structure depending on the paper type, the invariable segments are introduction, main body and conclusion; research proposals and article also include methodology and result analysis parts, the main requirement is structural clarity; -modality -i.e. the category aimed at the writer and concerned to reflect the writer's attitude to the potential or actual implication of the data presented in the paper; -accentuation -i.e. the author emphasizes meaningful issues and attracts the reader's attention with the help of interpreting, clarifying, highlighting with the final aim to convince the reader; -prospective exposition -i.e. further facts are declared beforehand letting the reader concentrate on reading, mentally prepare for understanding the message and refer to their knowledge background that is crucial for the comprehension of scholarly information; -retrospective exposition -i.e. the author refers to the previously presented issues essential for further narrative or for reconsideration in new circumstances. The purpose of these norms and principles is to adequately project the cognitive process structure consisting of setting a problem, defining research tasks, solving the problem, and explaining the results. This is exactly the established structure of almost any research paper that is preconditioned by the author's communicative aim to convince the readers, well informed professionals, that the research is important and the results and valid and reliable. It allows for acknowledging an argumentative nature of the research article.
Since all the premises put forward need to be justified to sound cogent, the arguments are expected to be logically delivered and supplemented with speculation, description, and interpretation to explain and clarify complicated concepts and phenomena and to justify the author's standpoint. Due to a lack of direct contact with the recipient in written communication, the importance of clarity, consistency, cohesion and coherence increases.
Research Argumentation
As it has been mentioned before, the author's key goals while reporting on the research results is to appeal to the readers' thinking, to convince them of the data relevance with the help of adequately structured argumentative line. MCSER Publishing Rome-Italy Vol 4 No 9 October 2013 Argumentation is considered a social, intellectual, verbal activity aimed at justifying or refuting a premise and represented by a system of assertions to be understood and shared by a certain audience. (Alekseev, 1991, pp. 30-35) Argumentation in this paper is treated as a communicative process related to the analysis and selection of appropriate arguments based on a premise and well justified reasoning, evaluation of possible alternatives and estimation of their logical consequences.
Being guided by the proposition that argumentation has dual nature: logical in structure and rhetorical in content (Ivin, 2000, p.25) , we accept that argumentation is the integrity of two processes: internal related to the selection of the most adequate linguistic forms and external related to the social interaction with the reader aimed at inspiring thinking and convincing.
Moreover, being based on predication, argumentation is considered to be a cognitive process as it generates information perception, processing and representation; a mental process involving speculation, explanation, confirmation, correction, or objection (Gadamer, 1988, p.37 ); a communicative process aimed at transmitting a message and eliminating cognitive and axiological dissonance interpreted as the deviation between two types or levels of background knowledge. (Festinger, 1985, p.41) The goal can be achieved if the information presented is profoundly justified, in other words if well-grounded arguments are provided. An argument is claimed to comprise a set of assumptions or premises, a method of reasoning and a conclusion In classical logic the method of reasoning seeks to guarantee the conclusion following logically from the assumptions.
However, in the speculation process there might be a lack of formal structural links between a premise and a conclusion and the analysis of text implies the penetration into the author's intention and the research not only into explicit but also into implicit evidence of argumentation. Text analysis turns to be the process of deriving logical conclusions, i.e. the process of inference based on a set of cognitive operations. This very assumption underlies CARS (Creating a Research Space) model by John Malcolm Swales known for his research into genre analysis. The model comprises recurring and regularized argumentative events -argumentative moves and steps (Swales, 1990) :
-establishing a research territory based on the analysis of the previous research and existing theories; -setting the research subject and importance; -establishing a research niche based on identifying research gaps; -occupying the niche based on setting a research problem, defining research tasks and explaining research methods and tools. A similar model has been put forward by Tony Dudley-Evans, another British linguist and expert in English for Specific Purposes. His Six-Move Schema of Rhetorical Move (Dudley-Evans, 2008) consists of the following stepsmoves: introduction of the research field, introduction of the general topic, introduction of the particular topic, definition of the particular topic scope, preparation for present research by identifying shortcomings in previous studies, and introduction of present research by setting research goals and methodology.
The both models emphasize the fact that a scholarly text has one central theme and every part contributes to the main point providing speculation on certain phenomena, explanation, and exemplification, i.e. recapitulating, iterating, and recurring to particular standpoints and issues.
Recurrence
The term recurrence comes from Latin "recurre" -repetition, reiteration and can be treated from two perspectives: as an explicit process of repetition at different strata of language and as a universal linguistic phenomenon.
Recurrence may occur at different levels: -at the structural level of the text where recurrence acts as an explicit phonetic, morphological, lexical and syntactic repetition -at the semantic level where recurrence exists implicitly as repetition of meanings -at the metatext level where headings, sentences and even text segments, refrains are repeated -at the intertextual level where texts include quotations and reference to precedent texts such as legends, proverbs, sayings It is necessary to mention that recurrence can be investigated only within a text as any language exists in the form of a text, text is believed to be a primary communication element accommodating other language elements that can be induced from the text with the help linguistic analysis. A text of any genre contains recurrent elements of different levels interacting with non-recurrent elements and ensuring text cohesion and coherence.
Recurrence plays a specific role in scholarly literature where an academic text is due to report on the research results in the most objective way employing a system of concepts typical of a particular science, providing unquestionable arguments and critical approach. Critical approach presupposes speculation, poly-theoretical description, and interpretation variety.
Moreover, text categories also get realized through recurrence since every logical narrative complies with the rule of thumb -say what you are saying (outline the main points of your account), say it (deliver the information) and say what you have said (summarise the main points to make sure all the details have been included). Text writing and reading process is like a spiral evolving movement, the factor of text sense dynamics (Taranets & Chetyrkina, 2008, p.340-341) where every new reiteration brings new connotations to repeated words, broadens newly expressed ideas, and contributes to argumentation cogency.
Thus, recurrence aims to emphasize the issues which prove to be the most significant for the author's train of thought in terms of building the most logical argumentative line. Moreover, the process of interpreting and comprehending the author's argumentative line is rather challenging especially in case of research article that belongs to a certain area of science, uses certain concepts and requires certain power of apprehension.
As a result of the author's reference to the existing information, recurrence proves to be revealed at two levels: -intratexual , i.e. within a single text where recurrence seeks to perform the function of segmentation that results in establishing a clear order of presenting the text sections (Strizhenko & Kruchinina, 1985 , p.70) -intertexual , being or involving the reference of one text by another; here we can speak about citation. Being a text category, recurrence also occurs as prospective or retrospective exposition, i.e. as the basis for accumulating, retaining, and reassessing information.
Prospective exposition is perceived as a means of text building aimed at providing the opportunity to predict further narration, to comprehend the links between the article parts and issues. Every new section of an article starts with a brief outline of or introduction to the information provided further preparing for critical reading.
Retrospective exposition as a means of text building seeks to: -restore previously stated points or introduce new ideas related to the previously stated points and necessary for further comprehension of the research report -let the opportunity to reconsider previously discussed issues in a new context -actualize some parts of the text which indirectly relate to the intensional information. Every part of an article finishes by summarizing the key points discussed. Consequently, retrospective recurrence inevitably leads to the reconsideration and reassessment of some issues and standpoints presented in the text making certain, irrelevant at first sight, points meaningful and significant.
Both, prospective and retrospective recurrence may be created by the author with the help of various lexical and semantic patterns, in this case we deal with the actual explicit recurrence, or may be elicited as a result of reader's analysis and critical thinking, in this case the recurrence is implicit, based on the reader's subjective perception.
Thus, prospective and retrospective iteration or recurrence is intentionally used by the author to provide for logical consistency of the article; and can be restored by the reader due to the ability to retain information in mind and draw logical connections between various related issues.
Results and Discussion
One of the indicators that a certain issue or detail is meaningful to building narration, valuable to revealing the author's intention, and indispensable to the detecting the author's argumentative line is its repeated or recurrent display in the text.
The analysis of CARS model by John Malcolm Swales and Six-Move Schema by Tony Dudley-Evans demonstrates that the former tends to refer only to the introductory part of research paper unlike the latter that addresses the whole paper. However, neither of them straightforwardly mentions such an important move or step in the research report as analysis or discussion of research results. Thus, given the both models we suggest distinguishing the following argumentative, recurrent steps within the framework of a research article 1. The author recurs to the key issue of the research building the report line according to the classical argument structure presenting an assumption or a premise and moving to the conclusion through testing the proposition and providing the justification for the reasoning. The argumentation process requires the application to the categories of information value, integration and accentuation to ensure cohesion and coherence.
"This simple notion suggests three important insights into the opportunity evaluation decision-making process; specifically: (1) evaluations of opportunity attractiveness -that is, the potential of the opportunity to generate competitive advantage and entrepreneurial returns to the firm -likely proceed and are separate from the decision to exploit; (2) opportunity evaluation is future-focused, such that the entrepreneur evaluates the opportunity in terms of the firm's gains if the opportunity were exploited; and (3) opportunity evaluation represents a first-person -rather than a third-person -assessment" 16 Given the fact that all studies exist within the theoretical environment built by certain concepts and previous research, academic writers tend to refer to other scholars' investigations and findings to demonstrate their belonging to the academic circles, and to contribute to their research reliability. In this case recurrence turns to be intertexual recurrence to previously learnt theories, background knowledge. MCSER Publishing Rome-Italy Vol Thus, using such text category as recurrence to structure the argumentative line, the author not only ensures logical links within the article but also appeals to the reader's experience that definitely simplifies the understanding of the author's intention alongside with keeping the article compact enough. It is achieved due to the fact that both the author and the reader operate the same concepts and exist within the same theoretical environment.
